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A COVOLUME
METHOD BASED
FOR THE GENERALIZED

ON ROTATED BILINEARS
STOKES PROBLEM*

S. H. CHOUt AND D. Y. KWAKT
Abstract. We introduce a covolume or markerand cell (MAC) method forapproximatingthe
generalized Stokes problem on an axiparallel domain. Two grids are needed, the primal grid made
up of rectanglesand the dual grid of quadrilaterals. The velocityis approximated by nonconforming
rotated bilinear elements with degrees of freedom at midpoints of rectangular elements and the
pressure by piecewise constants. The errorin the velocity in the Hh norm and the pressure in the
L2 norm are of firstorder, provided that the exact velocity is in H2 and the exact pressure in H1.
Key words. covolume methods, MAC methods, saddle point problems,Stokes problem
AMS subject classifications.

Primary 65N15, 65N30, 76D07; Secondary 35B45, 35J50
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1. Introduction. The MAC (markerand cell) methodofHarlowand Welch[16]
on rectangulargridsand its variantson unstructured
gridshave been verypopular inthe computationalfluiddynamicscircle. However,rigorousand systematicanalysis
of this class of methodsare relativelyscarce. Porsching[23] is one of the firstpapers
provingconvergenceof the MAC method applied to linear Navier-Stokessystems.
Later, Porsching[24] and Chou [5], [6], generalizedthe MAC scheme to two-fluid
problemson flowdomainswith unstructuredgridsby the theoryof networkmodel.
The emphasis of these papers was on obtaininga conservationof mass or energy
throughthe designof primaland dual partitions.However,no convergenceanalysis
was done forthe fulldiscretizedsystems.Anotherapproachwas takenin (Nicolaides
[19], [20]) whererigorousanalysiswas givento the so-calledcovolumemethods.The
fromthoseused
partitionsused weretheDelaunay-Voronoimeshsystems,whichdiffer
in the above papers. Nicolaides'approachrepresentsa major advance in dealingwith
the div-curlsystemssince the usual vectoroperators(div, curl,Laplacian, etc.) were
generalizedto irregularnetworks.See also (Choudhuryand Nicolaides[11],Nicolaides
and Wu [22]). As forthe implementation
issues resultingfromhis methodology,
Hall
et al. [14], [15] have demonstratedcovolumemethodscan be effectively
implemented
by theirdual variablemethod[1]. For the status ofthe covolumemethodsup to 1995,
see the reviewarticleby Nicolaides,Porsching,and Hall [21]wherethetwoapproaches
mentionedabove the networkapproachand the vectoranalysison irregular-grids
are classifiedunder the single name, the covolumemethod. We shall followthis
conventionfromnowon. Some analysisofthe covolumemethodon three-dimensional
therein.See also Chou and
problemscan be foundin the above reviewand references
Kwak [9]wherethe lowest-order
Raviart-Thomasspace is used in the covolumemixed
methodforellipticproblems.A simplethree-dimensional
case is discussedthere.
Chou [7] introduceda covolumemethodon unstructuredtriangulargridsbased
on the firstapproachabove and provedthe convergenceof the nonconforming
piecewise linear velocities. More importantlyfromthe practical viewpoint,the method
*Received by the editors March 4, 1996; accepted forpublication (in revised form)November 7,
1996. This work was partially supported by KOSEF.
http://www.siam.org/journals/sinum/35-2/29996.html
tDepartmentof Mathematics and Statistics, Bowling Green State University,Bowling Green, OH
43403-0221 (chou@zeus.bgsu.edu).
tDepartment of Mathematics, KAIST, Taejon, Korea 305-701 (dykwak@pde.kaist.ac.kr).
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was implementedby the augmentedLagrangianmethodvia a networkmodel on saddle point problems. Its correspondingmethod using conforming
piecewisebilinear
velocitieson macroelementswas given and analyzed in Chou and Kwak [8]. While
mathematicallysound (the inf-supconditionsatisfied),it seems unnaturalphysically
to let the pressurebe constantover the fourcells that make up a macroelement,
althoughthis practiceis not uncommonin the finiteelementanalysis (Boland and
Nicolaides[3],Gunzburger[13]). Furthermore,
thereis no naturalnetworkmodelthat
could be derivedfromthe conforming
bilinearswherevelocitiesare basicallyassigned
at vertices. (The networkmodel is, among otherthings,to ease the constructionof
weaklydivergencefreebasis.) The purposeof this paper is to introduceand analyze
a nonconforming
covolumemethodon rectangulargridswherethe velocitydegreesof
freedomcan be assigned at midpointsof the commonsides of rectangularelements
and at the same time forwhichthe networkmodel approachis most natural.
Considerthe generalizedStokes problemin two dimensionsforsteady flowof a
heavilyviscousfluid:
alou-vAuA + Vp = f
divu = 0
u=0

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)

in Q c R2,
in Q,
on&Q

whereaco > 0, v > 0. When ao = 0 we have the Stokes problem,and the case of
alo + 0 usually arises as part of the solutionprocess forthe Navier-Stokesequation
(p. 359, Quarteroniand Valli [25]). We shall assume v = 1 in this paper, as vu
can be used as a transformed
variable. Let H2(Q),i = 1,2 be the usual Sobolev
spaces, Lo (Q) be the set of all L2 functionsover Q with zero integralmean, and let
Ho (Q) :- {u c H1 (Q) : u = 0 on 9Q}. Definethe bilinearforms

a'iai)
9j

(1.4)

a(u, v) =

(1.5)

b(v,q) := -(q, divv),

u,V

+ ao(u,V),
v c Ho,q

(Q)

E

where(,.) is the L2 innerproduct.The weak formulation
associated with (1.1)-(1.3)
is to find(u, p) E Ho x L 2 such that
(1.6)

&(u,v) + b(v,p) = (f,v)

(1.7)

b(u,q) = 0

Vv c Ho:

Vq c Lo

The approximationofthissystemusingthe mixedfiniteelementmethodis welldocumentedin (Brezzi and Fortin[2]). We nowdescribea MAC-likemethod. The method
is motivatedby the MAC techniquefor incompressibleflowproblemsand will be
viewedas a Petrov-Galerkinmethodas faras erroranalysisis concerned.
is assumed
First we need to partitionthe problemdomain,whichforsimplicity,
to be polygonalwithsides parallel to the axes. Let Rh = UKC be a partitionof the
domain Q into a union of rectangularelementsKc whose barycentersare C. Here
h is the maximumover all hKC,the maximal side of K. The nodes of an element
are definedto be the midpointsof its sides. These points are representedin Fig. 1
as Pi, i = 1,... , 4. We shall assume throughoutthe paper that the primalpartition
family{Rh} is regular;thereexistsa positiveconstantC independentof h such that
Ch2 < IKI < h2

VK C Rh,
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FIG. 1. An element K, its degreeof freedom,and its dual partition.

whereIKI is the area of K. Denote by Wh(Pj)
ej of K, wherePj is the midpointof ej, i.e.,

the mean value of wh over the edge

W
jWh(x)dx.

Wh(Pj)

The notationindicatesthe mean value is associated with the node and will be used
as degreesof freedom.We shall say wh is continuousat node Pj of an edge e if K,
and K2 share the edge e and
JWhjKids

=

JWh

I

K2ds.

The trialfunctionspace Hh associated with the approximationof the fluidvelocity
space Ho is definedas
(1.8)

Hh -

{

=

Vh:

VhIK

E Q2
I (K)

V rectangle
K E R~h,

Vh = 0 at all boundarynodes, and is continuousat all nodes

J

whereQi(K) denote the space of functionsof the forma + bx1+ cx2 + d(x _-x2)
on K. The choiceof nonconforming
elementsis motivatedby the factthat the usual
conforming
rectangularelementsdo not admit a nonzerodivergence-free
velocity
the so-called lockingphenomenon.Furthermore,
the space Qi(K), unlikethe usual
bilinears,can use mean values overthe fouredges as degreesof freedom.This space
seems to be introducedand analyzed firstby (Rannacherand Turek [26]) whereit
is termedthe nonparametric
rotatedbilinearsand laterindependently
by (Chen [4]).
Note that a functionin Qi (K) is not bilinearin the variablesx1,x2 but bilinearin the
new variables( := V/2(XI + x2),r := 1/v'2(xl- x2). The word "rotatedbilinears"
is used to reflectthis fact.
Next,we constructthe dual partitionRZ* and its associated test functionspace.
Divide each rectangleof the primalpartitioninto foursubtrianglesas in Fig. 1. The
dual grid is definedas a union of quadrilaterals,each of which is made up of two
subtriangles.For example,in Fig. 1 the dual elementbased at the node P1 is made
up of the two trianglesthat share the edge A1A2 as a commonbase. We do the
obvious modificationat a boundarynode. Carryingout the constructionforevery
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node in the primalpartitiongeneratesa dual partitionforthe domain. We denote
the dual elementbased at P as Kp and the dual partitionas R* = UKp. Define
the associate testfunctionspace Yh as the space of certainpiecewiseconstantvector
functions:
Yh = {q E(L2(Q))2:

qlK* is a constantvector,
0 on any boundarydual elementKp}.

and qlK,

Denote by X1 the scalar characteristicfunctionassociated with the dual element
Kp;, j = 1,..., NI, whereNI is the numberof interiornodes of Rh. We see that
forany Vh C Yh
Vh(X) = ZN-I vh(Pj)X*(X)

(1.9)

Vx E Q.

As forthe approximatepressurespace Lh C Lo (Q), we defineit to be the set of all
piecewiseconstantswith respectto the primal partitionsince in the MAC scheme
the pressurewas assignedat the centersof rectangularelements. Finally,note that
the test functionspaces are chosento reflectthe factthat in a MAC-likemethodthe
momentum(1.1) is integratedoverthe dual elementand the continuity(1.2) overthe
primalelement.
Define
(1.10)

(1.11)

-L

aS(Uh,Vh):=
-

NI

l

U,Vh)

N1(h,V):=

(ZVh(Pi)

U

f

vh du,

(Uh ,d9U
Vh
p

i=1

,

du)

where&9Uh/&rn is the vectorfieldcontainingtwo (outward)normalderivativesOfUh.
Equation (1.10) is motivatedby integratingthe second termof (1.1) against a test
functionand then formallyapplyingthe second Green's identity.Let NR denote the
numberof rectanglesin the primalpartition.
(1.12)
(1.13)

~aN(Uh,Vh)=

(hV)

aS (Uh,Vh) ? aN(Uh, Vh),

~~a(Uh, Vh)

N1

i=1~~~~~p

(1.15)

NR

C(Uh, qh)

=

divuhdx,

Zqh(Ck)
k=1

KCk

NI

(1.16)

(f,v)

f dx.

Z vh(Pi)

i= 1

KP.

ofthe approximateproblemto (1.6)-(1.7) is to find(Uh,
The weak formulation
Hh x Lh such that
(1.17)
(1.18)

a(Uh,Vh)

+ b(Vh,Ph) = (f,vh)
VVh C Yh,
V c Lh.
c(uh,qh) =
Vqh
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Note that thereare as manyunknownsas equations;the numberof unknownsbeing
2NI + NR. (We did not countthe zero-meanpressurecondition.)
It turnsout that we can reformulate
this systeminto a saddle pointproblemas
(1.6)-(1.7). Convergenceanalysiscan thus be done in the frameof the nonconforming mixed finiteelementmethod. We outlinehow the convergenceanalysisis done.
Introducethe one-to-onetransfer
operatorAh fromHh ontoYh by
NI

(1.19)

VXE Q,

h
Uh(PIj)Xj(X)
j=1

'YhUh(X)

whereUh (Pj) is the averageof Uh overthe edge forwhichPj is the midpoint. (The
idea ofusingoperatorsto connecttestand trialspaces in the Petrov-Galerkinmethod
seemsto be firstintroducedby (Li [18]) forellipticproblemson triangular-hexagonal
gridsand by (Wang [27]) forthe Stokes problemin the C2(Q) setting[17].) Define
the following
bilinearforms:
C Hh,

(1.20)

AS(Zh,Wh)

:= aS(Zh,yhWh)

VZh,Wh

(1.21)

AN (Zh,Wh)

:= a N(zh,ywh)

VZh,Wh E Hh,

(1.22)
(1.23)

A(Zh, Wh) := As (zh, Wh) + AN (Zh, Wh),
B(Wh, qh) := b(yhWh, qh)

VWh

c Hh; Vqh c Lh.

It is shownin section2 that the two bilinearformsB and c are identical.
Thus the approximationproblem(1.17)-(1.18) becomes: Find (Uh,Ph) E Hh X Lh
such that
(1.24)

A(Uh,Wh) + B(Wh, ph) = (f<yhwh)
B(Uh, qh) = 0

(1.25)

VWh

c Hh,

Vqh C Lh-

the gradientand divergenceoperatoron it must be
Since Hh is nonconforming,
definedpiecewise:
(VhWh) K :

V(Wh IK),

(diVh Wh) IK :=

div (Wh

IK)

On the space Hh we define
(1.26)

lWh 1,h :=

(VhWh,VhWh)=
2

(VWh,VZh)K

IlWhl

h

(VWh, VWh)Ki,
K

:= Z(DiWh,
i=1

DiZh)K,

:= lWh1,h + IlWhl 20

where(., .)K is the L2(K)2 innerproduct,and Di denotesthe partial derivativeson
K. Belowwe shall use V forVh and div fordivhwhenthereis no dangerofconfusion.
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We derivethe main errorestimateresultin Theorem3.1, whichstates that there
existsa constantC > 0 independentof h such that
I Uh-UIII,h+

<

IIP-PhI|O

IIPIII +1),

Ch(IUI12?+

providedthat u c H2(Q) and p c H1(Q) and that the primal partitionfamilyis
regular. We note that the estimateis optimal both in orderand in regularity;the
regularityassumptionon the exact pressureis minimum,most covolumemethods
assumep c H2 (Q) [20]. The basic ideas oftheproofofthemaintheoremare as follows.
In Lemma 2.3, we show that AS(zh, Wh) is symmetricand equal to (VZh, VWh).
Thus we can introducea symmetricapproximationproblemin [26] to the Stokes
to the exact solution. Comparingthisnearby
problemwhosesolutionsare convergent
symmetricsystemwith (1.24)-(1.25) then simplifiesthe convergenceanalysis since
both systemsare finitedimensional.
2. Saddle-point form and inf-sup condition. In thissectionwe proveseveral
importantpropertiesof the followingbilinear forms: For Zh E Hh, Vh E Yh and
qh C Lh,

(2.1)

aS (Zh, Vh) =

(2.2)

b(Vh,Ph) =

ju

vh( Pi)

K

An

&n

NI

Phndu,

Vh(Pi)
i= 1

(2.3)

P.

NR

C(Zh, qh) =->

(2.4)

(f,Vh) =

divzhdx,

qh(Ck)/
k=

Kck

NI

f dx.

Vh(Pi)*J
i= 1

KPi

First,since Hh is not a subspace of H1, the Poincare inequalitydoes not come
fromthe Sobolev space.
LEMMA 2.1. The Poincare'inequalityholdson Hh: thereexistsa positiveconstant
C independentof h such that
IlWhlOO<

Proof.For any K1, K2

C Rh

CIWhII,h

VWh c Hh-

and e : K1 n 2

jWhlKldS

=

jWhIK2dS

of the two
and hence by applyingthe integralmean value theoremto the difference

wesee thatthereexistsx c e suchthatWhIK1
integrands

(X) = Wh IK2 (X),

whereWh

is any componentof Wh. Note that the point x needs not be the same forthe two
components.We will workon a typicalcomponentbelow. Thus on each edge e there
is a wh-continuity
point and on each boundaryedge thereis a zero wh-valuepoint.
Let x c K be given. Then it is not hard to see that we can reachfromx to a zero
wh-valuepointon the boundarybyjoininga sequenceofwh-continuity
points. Fig. 2
givesa typicalpath: herethe startingpoint is x = x(?), X(3) is a zero wh-valuepoint
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0~~~~~~0

... .
afronrieat

FG2A

FiG. 2. A path for Poiricar6 inequality.

point. In general,let the sequence
on the boundary,and x(), x(2) are wh-continuity
be {x(')}=O and let Co be a constantsuch that 1 < Co/h. Then usingthe mean value
theoremand the Cauchy-Schwarzinequality,we have
1-1
lWh(X) 2

IWh(X(0))12

=

I3

Wh(X(i+)))

-

(Wh(X())

2

i=O
1-1
=

I| E

VWh

(Xi)

-

(X(i)

X(i+l)))

12

i=O

<

1-1~~~~1
IE VWh(Xi)
i=O
<Cii

(V2(h)2

VWh

,K

wherexi is some pointon the linesegmentx(i)x(i+1) and the last inequalityis derived
= Dkwh(x), k = 1 or 2, the partial derivativesof
as follows.With v(x) := Dwh(x)
the factthat Vv is constant,and the arithmeticWh, we have by the Taylor'stheorem,
geometricalmean inequality

I

2()

2J v2(x) + 1Vv(x)2(X

-x) 2dx

Now
K

< 2J
V2(Xi)

<2

v2(x)dx

+ 2h2JX Vv(x)

v2(x)dx

+ 2C3

J

2dx

Iv(x)2dx,

wherethe last inequalityis obtainedby an inverseinequality.
Returningto the main proof,we have

1K

Wh(X)
W

dx < Clih

JVWh0,K-.
l~~~~~-1

i=O
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As K runs horizontally,
the same Ki appears at most 1 times,and hence using the
propertylh < Co, we have

j

Wh(X)

?'dx< CjWhI|Ilh,

5
whereC = CICo. This completesthe proof.
The following
simplelemmaoflineintegralconversionwillbe used oftenthroughout the paper.
LEMMA 2.2. For each elementK in the primal partition,divide K into four
subtrianglesas shownin Fig. 1. Let g be a continuousfunctionin theinteriorof each
of thesesubtriangles.In addition,assume thatthemean values ofg on the boundary
edgesare zero. Then
NI

Zj

(2.5)

where
IK

j

g(x)d?

A1CA4

Z

g(x)du

i=l'

aPi

'
IK

KERh

+jA2CA1g(x)d? +J
g(x)d? +J
g(x)do
A3CA2
A4CA3

4

=j=1 I

g(x)du.

+

AjC+CAj-_

Here and belowwe adopt the conventionAj+4 = Aj, j = 0, 1,2, 3 whena subindexis
out of bound.
Proof.The proofis straightforward. 0
We next show that AS(zh, Wh) is symmetricand is equal to the H1 (semi)inner
product.
LEMMA 2.3. The following
facts hold.
(2.6)

AS(Zh, Wh) = As (Wh,Zh) = (VZh, VWh)

The bilinearformA of (1.22) is bounded.
Proof. Let h1 and h2 denote the width and heightof a typical rectangleK,
respectively.Usingthe divergencetheoremon each subtriangle,we see by Lemma 2.2
that
4S(Zh)Wh
AS(Zh,
h)

=-EE

E

Z

(i

Wh
(Pi)

aZh

j

n

4

(Pi
=ZZh
K d=

SS

Exj
K jAEAl
j=1,2

du

d

Zh
On

,,

(P)f

&Zh

drO

IAj+2Aj+3

Zhd

Oxj

(notingthat '9h is linearin x1 and constantin X2 etc.,)
=

K

SEhk ((Pj+2)
jE2

&~~Zh
(Pj+2)

a

-Wh(Pj)

&Zh

a

(Pi))

N

(where k = 2 when j = 1 and k = 1 when j = 2,)
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0fOWh

'7JOx

9Zh

dx?+I

f

(9~fWhO(Zh

KJKaX2
-

f

1 Ox 1Ox

O2Zh

Wh a2

OZhd

IKOxa

aX2

dx

2

(VZh,VWh)-

The last two equalitieswerederivedas follows.Let Qi = (, X2) and Q3 = (, X2) be
two arbitrarypoinltswith the same X2 coordinateand on the same verticaledge as
P1 and P3, respectively.Then we have, lettingz = Zh,
WhZx1 =Q

J

(WhZxl )xl

dx.

Integratingalong x2 and notingthat zx1 is constantin x2, we see the left-handside
equals
WhdX2,

WhdX2- ZX1(P1)

zX1 (P3)
e3

e1

wheree3 and e1 are the verticaledgesto whichP3 and P1 belong,respectively.Do the
same forWhZx2 IQ'. The extra termscancel each otherout because zxlx1 =ZX2X2
Finally,by (2.6), the Poincareinequality,and the boundednessofaYh,we see that
the bilinearformA is bounded.
[1
We next show an approximationpropertyof the transferoperatoraYh.
LEMMA 2.4. There exists a positiveconstantCo independentof h and K such
that
(2.7)

LIYhWh-WhO

?<Coh

Wh C-Hh.

Wh V,h

Proof. Divide the dual elementK* by two trianglesA1 and A2 which share
an edge of K.
Then since Yh: Hh (A 1) -+ Yh (A 1) preserves constant functions,
an application of the Bramble-Hilbert
lemma [12] shows there exists a constant C
independent of h such that
1-YhWh- WhI1o,A1 < Ch2 Whi1,A1

VWh C Hh(Al).

Now summing over all triangles yields the result.

[

Remark 2.1. Before proving the next lemma, we want to point out one peculiarity
= {a + bx1 + cx2 + d(x2 - x2)}.
of the space Q1(K)
This space is nonparametric in
the sense that there is not a single reference element for all K C Rzh. Any two
finite element spaces (K, Qi (K), mean values) are not affine equivalent since Qi (K)
is not preserved by affine transformations except for the translation. Consequently,
in proving a statement such as "there exists a positive constant independent of h,
then such and such is true," one cannot in general use the standard argument of
transforming things back to a reference element. This makes the proof of the following
lemma very tedious.
LEMMA 2.5. The bilinear form A is coercive: there exists a positive constant C
independent of h such that
A(wh, Wh) > ClWh l,h
Also

(2.8)

(Wh, -yhWh) > - (Wh, Wh)

-12

VWh C Hh.
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Proof. To show the coerciveness,it sufficesto prove (2.8). Let K be a rectangle
centeredat (0, 0) whosewidthand heightare h1 and h2, respectively.Then referring
to Fig. 1, denotingby Mi the midpointsAiC, and usingthe midpointquadraturefor
quadraticpolynomialsovertriangles,we get
IK

=

(Wh,

=

Lj=l

Wh (Pij) fAj

With Wh = a + bx1+ cx2 + d(x 2calculationsthat
IK =

YhWhdx

AjA C Wh(X)dX

x2), a,

1h2 (12a2 + 3ad(hi -h2) +2

+ Wh(Mj+l)]-

+ Wh(Mj)

Wh(Pj)[Wh(Pj)

Ej=l

=

Wh

yhWh)K=K

b,c,d C R2, we get aftersome lengthy

(5h4- 6hlh2+?54) + b2h+ + c2h2)

of some of the integrandswith
Now we compute (wh,Wh)K. By the symmetry
respectthe origin,we see that
J

wdx=

J

(a2 + b2x2 + c2x2 + d2(x4 - 2x2x2 + x4) + 2ad(x2 -x2))

= h1122(12a2 + b2h
12

\\20

c2h+d2

+ Oh2 +
2ad(hh1-hh2

h

20

6

21

dx,dx2

a

Thus
h1h2 [12(Wh, ywh)K

(wh, Wh)K] > 132a2 + 34ad(h2

-

[47h0
[20

-

h2)

17h2h2
6

47h0

20j3

whichas a quadratic formin a, d is nonnegativesince the discriminantis negative.
E
Hence 12(Wh, -yWh) K - (Wh, Wh) K is nonnegative.
LEMMA 2.6.
B(Wh,

qh)

=

b(yhWh,

qh)

=

C(Wh,

VWh

qh)

C Hh,

qh C Lh-

Proof. Using the divergencetheoremon each dottedsubtrianglesof K, we have
B(Wh, qh) = >IK,
K

where
4
IK

ZEWh(Pj)f
j=l
-E

qh
j=l
4

qh

-E

j=l

-

-

K
J

qhndcT

jA3+CAj

jAj+l

AjAj+l

Wh(Pj)

* nda

Wh ndT
*

qhWh * ndo
qhdivwhdx

C(Wh, qh)KI

The following
inf-supconditionis provedin [26].
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LEMMA 2.7. There exists a positive constant 3 independent of h such that
(2.9)

sup

B(Wh,

Wh#O

|Wh

qh)
1,h

>

311qh 1O.

3. Error estimates. We now prove the main theorem of this paper.
THEOREM 3.1. Let the rectangularpartitionfamilyJZh of the domain Q be regular,
be the solution of the problem (1.24)-(1.25), and {u,p} be the solution
let {Uh,Ph}
Then there exists a positive constant C independent of h
of the problem (1.6)-(1.7).
such that
(3.1)

+

|U-UhMi,h

IIP-PhHo ? Ch(IIUIj2+

IIPH
I1 +1),

and
IIU - UhHlO<

(3.2)

+ IIPIII + 1),
Ch(IHUHI2

E H'(Q) n H2(Q),p c H1(Q).
Proof. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution
{Uh, Ph}. We firstintroduce an auxiliary symmetric Stokes approximation problem
to (1.6)-(1.7): Find (flh,Ph) C Hh X Lh such that
provided that u

(3.3)

(VUh,VWh) +ao(Ulh,Wh)

(3.4)

=

+B(Wh,Ph)

B(iih, qh) =O

(f,Wh)

VWh c Hh,

Vqh C Lh-

This scheme has been studied in (p. 102, [26]), and we have the followingconvergence
result:

(3.5)

|U-

fhl,h

+aIc21U|

_ lhHlO +

+ HPH1),
IIP-PhIO < Ch(IIuII2

provided that u C H2(Q),p C H1(Q). It should be pointed out that (3.5) is shown in
[26] only forthe case of ao - 0, but their proof carries over easily if one replaces their
ah(v, w) (which equals our As(v, w)) with As(v, w) +ao (v, w), bearing in mind that
the Poincare inequality is satisfied. On the other hand,

(3.6)

AS(Uh,Wh)

+aog(Uh,YhWh)

B(uh, qh) = 0

(3.7)

=

+B(Wh,Ph)

(f,-yhWh)

VWh C Hh,

Vqh C Lh.

Subtracting (3.4) from (3.7) gives

(3-8)

B(Uh-iUh,qh)=0

VqhC-Lh.

Using Lemma 2.3 and subtracting (3.3) from (3.6) gives

(3.9)

(V(uh-Uh),VWh)

=

Define

+B(Wh,ph-Ph)

+ao(Uh-yhwh)-ao(ilh,Wh)

VWh C Hh.

(f,-yhwh)-(f,wh)

eh

:

Uh - Uh-

Replace the Wh in (3.9) by eh and use (3.8) to obtain

(3-10)

C-h|1 h

+ ao (6h,

yh h) = (fy, hEh-

eh) +

ao (Uh, 6h -

Yh h)-
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Using (2.8) on the second termof the left-handside, Lemma 2.4, and lluhllO < M,
we obtain
(3.11)

Hf loCohIEh 1,h +

<

|eh|12h

CoatoMh|ehIl,h,

or
(3.12)

|eh|1,h

< Ch.

We can use the inf-supconditionon (3.9) and the same techniquesas above to derive
H|Ph-PhHO < Clh.

An applicationof the triangleinequalitythen proves (3.1). As forthe L2-estimate
(3.2) we proceedas follows.If ao :8 0 then (2.8), (3.10), and (3.12) imply
ClaolOIChl12 < ato(6h,-yhh)

< C2hiChll,h < C3h2,

and, hence,
HlehHIo < Ch,

(3.13)

whichupon combiningwith (3.5) gives (3.2).
If ao = 0 then settingZh = eh in Lemma 2.1 and using (3.12) derivethe last
inequalityagain. However,thistimewe cannotuse (3.5) directly.Now, let 7rhu C Ho
be the piecewisecontinuousbilinearinterpolantof u. Using the Poincare inequality,
approximationpropertiesof the interpolant,and (3.5), we have
I-

UhHO I

<U |

-

+

rhUH0

ILWrhU - UhHO

< |U - 7FhUHo + C4 1rhU - Uh 1,h
HU- 7FhUHo + C4 1rhU - U11,h + C41u - Uh 1,h

< (C5h2 + C6h)IHuH|2+
<

C7h(H|u||2

+

C41U - Uh|1,h

IIPII1)

A simpleapplicationof the triangleinequalitynow proves(3.2).
[1
Remark3.1. Note that we can symmetrize
the problem(1.24)-(1.25) by replacing
(-yhVh,Wh) by 1l2[(yhVh, Wh) + (Vh, -yhWh)] and still obtain the same optimalorder
errorestimatein the Hh normin the above theorem.
Remark3.2. Estimate(3.2) is certainlynot optimalin the L2 norm.Applyingthe
Aubin-Nitzchetechniqueto the covolumemethodto proveoptimalorderL2 estimate
is not a trivialmatter. At the presenttime, it is not clear whether(3.2) can be
improved. The reader,however,is referredto (Chou and Li [10]) fora successful
applicationof the Aubin-Nitzchetechniqueto ellipticproblemsand relatedissues.
Remark3.3. The presentcovolumemethodshould be implementedas a PetrovGalerkinmethod. In this paper, throughthe introductionof the transferoperator
aYhwe showedthat it is closelyrelatedto the method(3.3)-(3.4) originallyproposed
in [26]. When ao = 0 it differsonly in the right-handsides cf., the right-hand
sides of (3.3) and (3.6). Hence, in this special case the covolumeformulation
can be
viewedas a variantof (3.3)-(3.4) via a "variationalcrime." Of course,thissurprising
resultis due to Lemma 2.3. However,whenit comesto implementation,
the covolume
formulation
we preferto use is really (1.17)-(1.18). There are two reasons forthis.
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One is that in engineeringapplicationsthese two equations corresponddirectlyto
conservationof momentumand mass and conventiondictatesthe directuse of them.
Note that the bilinearformsa and b involveonly line integrals.The second reason
is this. As pointedout in Remark2.1 theredoes not exist a singlereferenceelement
to the finiteelement
forthe rotated bilinears,so they are somewhatcontradictory
issue is concerned.In the evaluationofthe
methodologyas faras the implementation
bilinearformsfora finiteelementmethod,all integralsshould be expressedin terms
element.
of a commonreference
forthe saddle pointprobRemark3.4. There is a naturalnetworkinterpretation
lem (3.6)-(3.7) usingthe argumentsin (Chou [7]). We will not repeat it here.
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